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The All Oregon E-Fair Kicks Off TODAY
The Celebration of Oregonians Past and Future
Brings the Fair to Attendees

SALEM, Ore. – The team at the Oregon State Fair has been working hard to celebrate Oregonians – an effort to bring tradition during a very untraditional year. Instead of going dark in 2020, the Oregon State Fair is creating a new experience for fairgoers – with opportunities to win their way to the 2021 fair.

E-Fair Entertainment Begins August 28, 2020
There are several attractions attendees to the E-Fair can enjoy on the Oregon State Fair website, from the comfort of their own home. To name a few:

- NW Challenge K9 Heroes/Dock Diving Dogs
- Dia de la Familia dances by Ballet Tlanese and Danza de Los Viejitos
- GASCAR Animal Racing
- Paul Bunyan Lumberjacks

- iFlip trampoline acrobats
- 4-H interviews
- Taste-of-a-Fair food truck tour
- Gerry Frank Interview with Chocolate Cake tips

Online Celebration
Fairgoers have been online already this summer, sharing their favorite parts of the beaver state and honoring members of their community. Hundreds have submitted photographs of stunning landscapes, their favorite teachers, resilient grads, cute pets, and of course, memories of the Oregon State Fair.

About the Oregon State Fair
The Oregon State Fair began in the year 1861 in Oregon City during the Civil War. Since 1862, the Fair has called the Oregon State Fairgrounds in Salem home, hosting thousands of visitors from near and far with premier concerts, art, culture, rides, agricultural exhibits and livestock. In 2019, the Oregon State Fair celebrated the century mark of the Historic Horse Stadium. For more information, visit oregonstatefair.org.
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